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ENGINES, MOTORS OR POWERPLANTS By M. B. (Molt) Taylor (EAA 14794) Box 1171 Longview, WA 98632 (All Photos Courtesy of the Author)



ends up with the cost of a rebuilt engine approximating the price of a new one (if you can get it). With many of the more modern homebuilt designs necessitating the use of controllable or constant speed propellers, many of the older Lycoming and Continental engines that might be available are not suitable for use with such propellers and that rules out many of those older engines if the builder wants to construct a more sophisticated machine. Anyone who has followed the pages of Trade-A-Plane, General Aviation News or Western Flyer trying to find engines for sale can tell you that the selection available runs from few to none. Accordingly, it behooves anyone contemplating the construction of any homebuilt design to not only consider the engine problem at the outset, but to also make every effort to buy their powerplant at the first opportunity once they make a decision.



'ALL 'EM WHAT you like, they are getting harder and harder to find and their scarcity threatens the "homebuilt" movement more than any other thing at this time. The Continental 0-200 is no longer in production and Lycoming will no longer sell a new engine for use in homebuilts due to liability insurance problems. Surplus 290G Lycomings started to disappear several years ago. Any flight operator with a fleet of Cessna 150s is guarding any extra engines he might find just to keep his trainers in the air. Franklin went out of business a couple of years ago, and while it is hoped that Pezetel in Poland will soon have those engines available, there is no assurance of when, how much they will cost, or under what conditions one might obtain a Polish built Franklin at this time. They are faced with problems of FAA Certification, and anyone who



has dealt with government agencies knows that it could take years to resolve those difficulties. So, the homebuilder who wants to "build his own" is faced, not only with the problem of what design he is going to build, but also what engine he "might" be able to find. While there are still a few older Lycoming 150 and 180 hp engines around, these are usually ones which have had a lot of time on them, and are only good as cores to be turned in on a remanufactured or rebuilt engine. The prices for parts have skyrocketed to impossible heights and the rates for overhaul labor are out of sight. This



Photo 1 — A 1939 Taylorcraft BC containing Molt Taylor's conversion of a Kawasaki 900Z four cylinder, four cycle motorcycle engine. Over 50 hours and 500 takeoffs and landings had been logged in down-the-runway flying as of mid-June. An improved reduction unit will allow the start of full flight testing by the time you are reading this.



Photo 2 — The left side of the Kawasaki, showing the belt-driven alternator and the carburetor installations.



Of course, we realize that the engine is usually one of the last things that the homebuilder buys for his project since most of us have to leave this most expensive part to the last. There is also the problem of many builders where they just might possibly never finish their project, and the investment represented by an engine sitting around for a couple of years just doesn't make good economics. However, by the same token one must now consider the possibility that he may finish the work on his project to the place where he is ready for the engine and then find that he can't find a suitable one at any price. These are problems and decisions that should be recognized at the outset by anyone contemplating the construction of their own airplane these days. There are some other things happening in these areas that might possibly change the picture, so we would like to discuss some of the problems faced by anyone trying to do something about the engine problem. Anyone who has been around light plane aviation very many years can tell you of the many projects which have come and gone in an effort to develop a low cost lightplane engine. These programs go back to the very early days of flying when a lot of the pioneers tried to use various converted or modified motorcycle and automobile engines in their original designs. The Wright brothers recognized that they were never going to be able to fly until they found a suitable engine and they built their own powerplant before they were able to make their first powered flights successfully. Perhaps the greatest number of engine conversions were done in Europe where many of the early aircraft engines were SPORT AVIATION 19



really nothing but modifications of existing motorcycle and automobile engines. The first popular homebuilt lightplanes in this country were often powered with converted Model T, A and B Ford engines, and some of these conversions even were perfected to the point where they were CAA approved, like the Model B Ford engine in the early Funk airplanes. Other automobile conversions like the old flat head V-8 Ford engine in the Arrow Sport were flown quite successfully, and this writer well remembers flying a V-8 Ford powered Arrow Sport back in 1935. These were water cooled, heavy, but cheap engines, and properly maintained and used, did a pretty good job of flying the planes which were designed around them. Other conversions of that era included the Plymouth powered Plymacoupe and the Arrowbile which used a Studebaker automobile engine. It was only after the introduction of the 36 (and later 40 hp) flat head, air cooled, Continental lightplane engine that the lightplane industry really got going. At that time the Aeronca people had come out with their C-2 and C-3 models and their own engine which used parts from other production engines to get a lightweight, low powered", suitable powerplant, but the A-40 Continental really started it all as far as any sizeable numbers are concerned. The Continental people soon recognized that larger engines were needed for this growing market and they quickly introduced the 50 (and later 65 hp) models which can still be found in many lightplanes on any lightplane field. The durability, simplicity and dependability of the 65 hp Continental engine is legendary. Many of them have gone through half a dozen overhauls and are still flying. The' one thing that has kept these early engines in existence has been the fact that they were approved by the CAA (now FAA). At first there were many outfits trying to build suitable lightplane engines. These included companies like Rearwin, Lambert, Menasco, Curtiss-Wright, Aeronca, Franklin, Lycoming, Continental, Lenape, Warner, Jacobs, Martin, Erco, Ranger, Wright, Szekely and who knows how many more from Europe. This list has now deteriorated (as far as lightplane engines are concerned) down to Continental and Lycoming. Rumor has it that even these two companies are for sale by their conglomerate owners, and the time could well come around to the place where the only small engines available from major manufacturers would be some jet or turbo-prop that certainly would not be suitable (or low cost enough) to go in a homebuilt airplane. With this situation in mind we now find numerous individuals and little companies contemplating the possibilities of trying to offer a lightplane engine for sale. One of the first places they look to as a possible market is, of course, the homebuilt field. However, they quickly discover that the homebuilt market is insecure, fickle and is really a one or two at a time market at best. To successfully develop and market an aircraft engine a company would have to have an assured market for at least 500 engines a year at the outset to make it economically worthwhile to even attempt the development and certification of any lightplane powerplant. When one considers the fact that there are around 5000 homebuilt lightplanes in the country, and these are the accumulation of over 25 years of homebuilding, then the average is only 200 completions a year. The possibility of a new engine capturing even 25% of this average market is slim, and no one in his right mind would attempt to enter a market where he had the potential of only 50 engines a year, or less than one a week. This sort of reasoning prevents anyone with the kind of capital it would take to develop, certificate and market a lightplane engine from any serious consideration for such a program. 20 SEPTEMBER 1977



Photo 3 — Right side of the Kawasaki — with exhaust system and very compact reduction gearbox installation clearly shown. The basic Kawasaki engine is a thing of mechanical beauty, and best of all, from an availability standpoint, is made in Lincoln, Nebraska.



All this leaves the possibilities for the future in the hands of individuals or small groups who are probably going to be doing something about the situation more for the fun of it or as a labor of love. This further restricts any possibilities to programs in which some existing engine (or family of engines) which enjoys a good production base might be converted into aircraft engines. This is, of course, nothing new as we mentioned earlier. However, it is apparently going to have to be the course of action for the future. It was with these basic truths in mind that the writer has launched his own program to convert an existing family of engines into a suitable aircraft powerplant. This has been started because we could not find anyone else who seemed to be very much interested or concerned, or who had the necessary background and experience. Having gone through a program to certify the engine installation in our Aerocar Flying Automobiles a number of years ago, and having found out during these development years that there were some basic problems with existing aircraft engines which were not getting much attention from manufacturers who were either content or just didn't find it necessary to improve their offerings, we had found it necessary to make a number of basic modifications to existing aircraft engines in order to get them to be suitable for the Aerocars. These modifications proved so successful that some of them were later adopted as standard equipment on some engines. These included the geared starters and shower of sparks ignition which are now found in production engines. These developments originated with the Aerocar program and the producers of these starters and ignition systems were given permission to produce these improvements just so we would have them available. During the Aerocar developments we also found out about the advantages of the Flexidyne Dry Fluid Drive and its potential for reducing stresses and loadings on the engine, and that system was certified by the FAA after several years of proof and development as a part of the Aerocar program. That project also permitted us to develop other installations such as suitable cooling systems for buried engines and the necessary cooling fans, and other features which we were able to borrow from the automobile engine industry, like centrifugally advanced spark. All automobile engines have this feature but we found that for some reason the aircraft engine people seemed to feel that their engines ran by some other set of rules.



ful Revmaster VW conversions (now really almost their own complete engine) are available in only limited numbers. These two builders are only able to stay in business because they are small and literally have to build on order. However, this is far better than having to deal



with some outfit that probably would end up broke because they overestimated the market and built up an



Photo 4 — Reduction gearbox developed for Molt by Geschwender Aeromotive of Lincoln, Nebraska. A new one incorporating a built-in Flexidyne drive should be installed by the time you are reading this. The Flexidyne is needed to eliminate the effects of torsional vibration.



The engines installed in the Aerocars are completely autolike in their operation. They start easily under all conditions, and idle, accelerate and run far smoother than do the aircraft engine versions from which they were derived. However, we quickly found out that the aircraft engine manufacturers were not about to make any of these improvements or modifications to their offerings to the lightplane industry since they had obtained FAA certification of their existing models, and



they were not about to spend additional thousands of



dollars to change anything. The result is that even with a half million dollar twin engined lightplane, you still find it has an ignition system which really belongs on a 1930 tractor. This is not to say that the engineers in the big companies don't know about the possible improvements or that they couldn't incorporate them into their offerings; but what they presently have does work, is dependable and no one is asking for anything better. Besides, what they have is certificated by the government, and this really is the big problem in trying to offer something new. There is an added problem these days and that is the fact that if they were to make any change then some lawyer would seize on that as evidence that what they had previously was not safe (otherwise, why would they make a change?) and liability suits never seem to be settled on the basis of logic or reason but on the basis of who has the deepest pocket. Insurance companies don't want to see changes or improvements, nor do company lawyers. Where does this leave the poor little homebuilder who merely wants to build himself a little fun airplane for education and recreation? With all of this background, the writer has launched into a program which started out to be an effort to find a suitable low cost engine for the Mini-IMP after the Franklin company turned up its toes. We had to put the two place IMP in limbo since that very desirable machine was designed around the Sport Four Franklin which we could no longer buy, and the Mini-IMP was designed around the two cylinder 60 hp Franklin which likewise was not available. Our first prototype of the Mini-IMP was equipped with a Limbach VW engine conversion which we bought from Germany, but we quickly found out that the Limbach people had a very limited capability for production and are barely able to supply their European markets. Also, the very success-



organization that they could not sustain. Further, the little outfits like Limbach and Revmaster are able to give the homebuilder more of the necessary custom attention that he needs whereas a big manufacturer has to say take it or leave it. Thus, you can get a Revmaster engine with turbocharging, controllable propeller and all the other goodies, however, you may have to wait some time after placing your order before you can actually get delivery. In investigating the various high production engines which might have a potential for conversion to an aircraft powerplant, it became obvious that while there are a great variety of possibilities the actual number of truly well made and dependable engines was far more limited than one would imagine. Another important factor is, of course, the possibility that you might spend a lot of time and money on a conversion and then find out that the basic engine had gone out of production. This is a problem being faced by Volkswagen engine modifiers. While the wrecking yards may be filled with old VW engines for the next few years, a conversion that is properly done has to be made around a set of new parts, and you can't just go out and pick up a $100 used engine and make it into a truly reliable and safe aircraft engine. There are other items which must be considered too; like the desirability of dual ignition. This means the necessity of either modifying the cylinder heads or buying modification heads which have dual plugs. Other items like the necessity of 25 hour valve adjustments just to keep the engine in top shape enter into the considerations. Thus, an engine with hydraulic valve lifters or overhead cams is obviously desirable. There are other problems with selecting an engine for conversion. Most existing engines that might possibly be converted to an aircraft powerplant were never designed in the first place to take the thrust of a propeller directly into the crankshaft. Accordingly, most conversions necessitate the installation of some sort of thrust bearing modification. This seemingly simple arrangement requires modifications to assure that the thrust bearing arrangement positively aligns with the crankshaft, because a misalignment of a few ten thousandths of an inch can spell later trouble. Another area where conversions get into trouble, particularly ones where the basic unit is a high speed engine that can only develop its power by turning 5-6000 rpm (like some motorcycle engine conversions), is the matter of a suitable magneto. While some mags may be rated at those speeds for hot rod automobiles, they were never intended to go out and run at those speeds for several hours at a time, but only up and down a drag strip with only short bursts of high speed operation. This means that a magneto for such a geared engine has to be specially prepared. The development of a suitable ignition system for our own Kawasaki modification has proven to be not only a costly problem to solve, but also a time consuming one. The present system being used in our prototype engine which is fitted in a 1939 Taylorcraft uses a special magneto that we had to have built for us on a custom basis. It only turns half engine speed (whereas conventional mags turn engine speed). This results in lower internal heating problems and solves other difficulties. However, another little problem showed up when we found that we could not find suitable impulse couplers for such a magneto since an engine that turns



that fast has to have over 40 degrees of advance timing
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in order to run at high speeds satisfactorily, and this meant that the lag of the impulse coupler had to be set with a far greater retard angle than is customary in



order to prevent the engine from kicking while it is



being cranked. Add to these ignition problems the modern necessity of shielding in order to permit the use of



communication radios, and then try to find some way to shield the spark plugs used in the engine (which are



extremely long reach in the Kawasaki), and just another minor difficulty has been overcome. To get back to the thrust on the crankshaft problem, we found that most engines will not tolerate but a few thousandths of an inch of end play on the crankshaft without giving problems, and the necessity for a special thrust bearing arrangement becomes obvious. A further problem with the crankshaft is, of course, the one of torsional vibration. This problem is compounded the moment you add any kind of gearing whether it is belts, gears, chain or whatever. When you install any kind of torsionally elastic element between the pulsating (in rotation) crankshaft and the high inertia propeller, you get a condition where the engine will fire and the elastic system will wrap-up, storing a bit of torsional energy in the system. Since the system can-



not go on wrapping up indefinitely, this stored energy has to be released out of phase with the engine torsional pulses (from the engine firing). This results in an opposition of rotational forces at several points in the speed range of the engine (usually at two resonant speeds). The forces developed in the system can easily become so violent as to destroy the gear system, and in the case of a shaft system from the engine to the propeller it is easy to develop a condition where the engine can be accelerated up to the torsionally resonant speed above which the engine cannot even be accelerated. Prolonged operation at this condition can quickly destroy elements in the drive system in as little as a few seconds. Or, even if the system can be accelerated through the resonance, the high forces can quickly result in excessive wear and short life operation. Belt systems suffer from this condition as well as planetary gears, spur gears and chains. This is why all automobiles that have



automatic transmissions utilize a fluid coupling in the drive system (torque converter). Since our airplane engines run by the same rules, you cannot build a suitable geared airplane engine installation with these inherent problems without making some provision to overcome the difficulties. We found that the Flexidyne Dry Fluid



coupling which we used in the Aerocars did permit suitable installations of a long shaft and gearing in the system and it does not have the disadvantage of true fluid drives (like torque converters) whereby those types of units have to slip constantly in order to work. This is



why an automobile with an automatic transmission will not get as good fuel economy as a shift drive since the fluid drive has to slip about 5% all the time. The energy used in this slippage is dissipated in the radiator which



cools the transmission oil on automobiles equipped with automatic transmissions. The Flexidyne does not slip at cruise rpm. Another little problem that confronts the engine modifier is the difficulty of finding a suitable carburetor. Since airplanes do not fly around all the time at sea level, it is necessary that the engine be equipped with a carburetor that has some provision for mixture control. This means that you either have to find an old aircraft carburetor, which was especially made for airplanes and pay a high price for it, or you have to adapt some existing automobile carburetor to the altitude problem. There are carburetors which have automatic altitude compensations but these, too, can be expensive, although they are available for some automobiles where they have models which have been devel-
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oped for Alpine racing in Europe, etc. Not only is the modifier faced with the problem of finding a carburetor with altitude controls or compensation, but he must



also find one which will handle the air flow of his engine properly and deliver the proper mixture ratio throughout the speed range wanted. This little problem can take hours of experimentation and jet needle modification. Add to all this the necessity for some carburetors to require certain fuel pressures in order to function properly and then find a solution to installing a fuel pump on some non-existent place on the engine, and it is easy to see that just the problem of fuel and mixture is not one that lends itself to any easy solution. The socalled injection fuel systems like the Lake and Posa may be suitable for some conversions, but they have no provision for altitude compensation and require that the fuel be shut off to prevent dangerous leakage and overboard spillage. Trying to accommodate these problems with a buried engine can drive you batty and the solution may be anything but satisfactory since we are all too accustomed to conventional fuel systems and operation and anything needing special attention or operation can quickly become a pain in one's posterior. Even the oil system in some existing engines can present difficulties. This was discovered in the MiniIMP equipped with the Limbach engine where the VW conversion engine has the oil filler and oil (crankcase) breather on the propeller end of the engine. We quickly found that at high climb angles (normal with the MiniIMP), the oil would all drain back into the rear of the engine (normally the front, due to the engine being turned around in the Mini-IMP) where the crankshaft would throw the oil out the breather line. Since a VW engine only uses about 2M- quarts of oil anyway (normally), it didn't take long to get down to the fill mark on the dip stick despite the fact that the engine wasn't actually burning any great amount of oil. It was merely throwing it overboard with an attendant mess on the bottom of the plane after each flight. In the case of VW conversions for the Mini-IMP, we have found that crankcase breathers in the rocker covers overcomes this problem, but it is one that took some time to resolve. Another little problem we have found with the Kawasaki engine is the fact that those engines (equipped with roller bearing crankshafts) only require about 5-8 PSI oil pressure, and this has proven to be insufficient oil pressure to operate the Maloof oil controllable propeller that we want to use with these engines when we equip them with turbocharging. In that regard, we plan to use turbocharging, not to increase the power of the engine at sea level, but to effectively maintain sea level rated power at altitude where the controllable propeller will let us effectively use the available power without exceeding the power rating of the engine. Thus we will have our rated power available at higher altitudes where the reduced drag of the airplane will let us go faster since the controllable propeller can get a bite into the lower density air and push the airplane to higher cruise speeds. As our homebuilt lightplanes get more and more sophisticated, we are going to see many applications of turbocharging and controllable propellers, since this is the most logical way to get better performance and better fuel economy. In the past aircraft have merely gone to larger and larger engines with more power to get performance improvement, but those days appear to be gone forever. Another problem that must be faced, if one is to modify any engine successfully, is the starting problem. Many airports will no longer permit hand cranking of your homebuilt, or if they do, you must have someone sitting in the cockpit. This is just another of the government mandated requirements of OSHA and liability insurance policies, but it presents the homebuilder as



well as the engine modifier with just another headache. This means that the engine must have some sort of electric starter (there are other starting possibilities like a rope pulled recoil type starter as used on outboard motors), but with radio now almost a universal requirement, we end up with required batteries and alternators (or generators), so electric starting is now almost a must. With the homebuilder fighting an inherent weight problem anyway, there is a great temptation to use the lightest and smallest possible starter that can be fitted to the engine. This results in excessive cranking and battery difficulties since the battery usually used in a homebuilt is never really big enough for the service that will be demanded of it. However, we found years ago that internal gearing in the starter quickly overcame most of this basic difficulty, and, further, an engine fitted with a Flexidyne drive to the propeller system or gearing cannot readily be hand cranked through the propeller. A geared starter is an absolute necessity with a Flexidyne equipped installation. However, this does permit the use of very small motorcycle type batteries which are now available with all the features of aircraft type batteries at far less weight and cost. Such motorcycle batteries have all of the non-spill features of aircraft batteries, and most FAA inspectors will accept them as suitable for airplanes with a little discussion. With a proper geared starter, a decent battery and proper carburetion and magneto timing it is possible to get almost auto-like engine starting for your homebuilt lightplane engine. However, the writer's considerable experience with this problem has led to further developments which we now feel are certainly due in lightplanes. What we have in mind is a much overdue improvement in the basic ignition system for lightplane engines using modern materials and electronics. This field is now well developed by the automobile industry, although their electronic ignition systems are all battery powered. However, there are now some new developments underway which permit the development and application of electronic magnetos. Such system are solid state, pointless, have centrifugal spark advance so that the ignition timing is gradually advanced as engine speed increases, and they also have starting boosting (something automobiles have had for years) as well as shielding, and the units are completely encapsulated and sealed, and other than the rotor have no moving parts. Such an ignition system should have extremely long life, be virtually maintenance free, are extremely lightweight, and should eventually cost far less than the usual aircraft shielded magneto. In addition, they give much improved starting, auto-like engine idling and exceedingly long spark plug life. Anyone who has recently purchased shielded spark plugs should welcome this latter feature if nothing else. We presently have such a system under development for our Kawasaki conversion. Not the last nor the least of the considerations that apply to any engine conversion is the matter of weight. This means that the modified engine must have a good weight/power factor. While it is impractical to incorporate everything needed in a very small engine (like starters, alternators, shielded ignition, etc.) and end up with the same weight per horsepower as can be achieved with larger engines, if the proper basic engine is selected to start with and if the modifier applies modern materials and engineering to his conversion, it is now possible to equal the weight of previously available small aircraft engines like the older 65 and 75 hp Continentals. Thus, we have found that we can build a modified 70 hp Kawasaki geared motorcycle engine complete with dual ignition, shielding, starter, alternator, oil radiator, gearing, etc. (ready to install) for slightly



Photo 5 — Auxiliary instrument panel installed in the T-Craft to monitor the Kawasaki. How about that big ol' RPM/oil pressure/oil temp gage in the center of the panel, antique fans?



less weight than an old 65 hp Continental. Such an engine can be expected to turn about 6500 rpm at cruise and have a red-line speed of 7000 rpm. If 6500 rpm for cruise seems fast, remember that these engines are rated at 84 hp at 8600 rpm and have a normal red line at 9000 rpm. The aircraft red line of 7000 rpm has been selected since this is at the peak of the torque curve for the 900Z engine. At this speed the actual piston speed for the very short stroke engine is still not as great as the piston speed (in feet per second) of a conventional automobile running on the highway at 60 mph. Fuel economy will approach 3 gph at cruise power (75% power). Weight (complete) will run about 175 pounds (less propeller). This engine can be fitted with an off the shelf turbocharger installation which will let you get the full 70 hp from the engine up to about 16,000 feet without exceeding engine ratings. The potentials for such a powerplant are enormous even if the market is not all that great as far as production numbers are concerned. We hope to have more information available on this engine shortly. Meanwhile, we are now also working on a Dual version of this engine whereby the chain-box which houses the Constant Velocity "Hy-VO" Morse chain will accommodate two of the basic high production Kawasaki engines (each with over-running clutches in their drive sprockets to the chain) in such a way as to permit an either or both type of operation. Thus, you will be able to fly on both engines, or you can shut either engine down completely and fly on the other engine. The poten-



tials for this engine as a powerplant for retrofitting existing lightplanes like the Cessna 172, older Mooneys or Piper Cherokees looks very promising, and such a program could result in sufficient numbers and interest to make even a certification program attractive. To this end, we are seeking indications of interest in the hopes that with sufficient developed supporting documentation we might be able to interest a potential quantity manufacturer. While the presently flying converted Kawasaki engine is a derivative of their 900Z motorSPORT AVIATION 23



cycle engine, we expect to shortly modify one of their lOOOcc engines and later one of their 1200cc engines,



which are projected for next year. Thus, we expect to have a dual engine available in about a year or so with a 200 horsepower capability which will fit directly into



the cowl lines of several existing lightplanes. The potential impact of such an engine on considerations for single engine night and instrument operations is obvious. However, this projected program is entirely dependent on the success of our present Taylorcraft program



as well as the cooperation we expect to continue to receive from certain interested suppliers and associates. As can be seen, there are indeed possibilities on the horizon as far as future engines for homebuilders is concerned. Further, these engines offer tremendous poten-



tial for better fuel economy, lighter weight, lower noise levels and adequate power for most any kind of homebuilt lightplane you might project. No one can anticipate the possible future cost of such powerplants at this time, but they most certainly have the potential of meeting any competition. Such installations can only be developed by applying the lessons and techniques



which have been discovered by and for the automobile



and motorcycle industry. If the past 50 years is any indication, we are apparently going to have to wait a long



time before the lightplane engine industry will be able to justify such new developments for light aircraft. While their engine divisions have made tremendous strides in



Photo 6 — The Kawasaki installation makes for a very streamlined nose on the T-Craft. It should add several miles per hour to the cruise speed. Molt says it sounds great. . . "Like a little Ferrari!"



the development of commercial engines for the military and airline industry, and will continue to do so, it is becoming increasingly evident that more and more of



the developments applicable to light aircraft are going



to have to come from the little people in the field, and



that is, of course, what homebuilding is all about.



NEW NASA REPORT An Investigation of the Aerodynamics and Cooling of a Horizontally-Opposed Engine Installation (1977) —



A research program to investigate the aerodynamics of reciprocating aircraft engine cooling installations is discussed. Current results from a flight test program are presented concerning installation flow measurement methods. The influence of different inlet designs on installation cooling effectiveness and efficiency are described.



Order Information — Send $3.50 ($7.00 Foreign) to National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161. Ask for Report N77-21088.



(Photo by Dick Stouffer)



A Lycoming 180 powered BD-4 by Jim Tinsman (EAA 71559), 707 Bell Dr., Excelsior Springs, MO 64024.
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informations sur plus de 8 millions d'entreprises, avec un accÃ¨s Ã  l'ensemble des .... 829 822. 21 794 694. 35 013 723. 5 215 082. 29 798 641. 101 982 ...
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SB04-10 - Continental Motors 

SERVICE BULLETIN ... TCM has received reports from the field that a ... with piston position numbers, at any location on the piston, during field installation of.
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M90-13 - Continental Motors 

Jul 16, 1990 - SUBJECT: EXHAUST VALVE STEM CORROSION/EROSION. COMPLIANCE: When performing cylinder/exhaust system maintenance or repair.Missing:
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SIL640 - Continental Motors 

YEAR. MO. DAY. YEAR. 1 of 2. NONE. 02. 01. 94. TELEDYNE CONTINENTAL MOTORS. P.O. Box 90 MOBILE ALABAMA 36601. (205)-438-3411. TELEDYNE ...
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M89-18 - Continental Motors 

Aug 10, 1989 - The proper use of E.G.T. for assisting the operator with fuel management and as a diagnostic tool is considered by Teledyne Continental ...
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CATEGORY 3 - Continental Motors 

TCM advises any distributor, FBO or Engine. Overhaul Facility to inspect all camshafts packaged in cardboard boxes where paper or paper by-products were ...
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M93-10 - Continental Motors 

Mar 1, 1993 - Teledyne Continental Motors requires that the attached TCM Ignition Systems Service Bulletin. No. 639 be complied with as indicated. M93-10.
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M93-8 - Continental Motors 

(See Figure 1.) It is permissible to smoothly grind across the forging flash line on the underside of the rocker arm to obtain the specified clearance, if necessary.
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Other Makes:eBay Motors - Astonuts 

Aug 7, 2009 - Listed in category: eBay Motors > Cars & Trucks > Other Makes ... of Kelley Blue Book Co., Inc. Other trademarks and brands are the property of.
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SID96-6 - Continental Motors 

YEAR. 1 of 1. 05. 03. 96. TELEDYNE CONTINENTAL MOTORS. P.O. Box 90 MOBILE ALABAMA 36601. 334-438-3411. TELEDYNE CONTINENTAL. Â®.
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SB07-1 - Continental Motors 

MO DAY YEAR MO DAY YEAR. 1 of 5. 03. 19. 2007. Teledyne Continental M otors, Inc. TM. P.O. BOX 90 MOBILE, AL 36601 251-438-3411. SB07-1.
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